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• Summary of this talk

Personal experiences of 
challenges to the application of 
the Classical Model, rather than 
successes ……

Eyjafjallajökull volcano
Image by illustrator Matt McCarthy, 
from The Volcanism Blog

…… starting with a big 
missed opportunity.



The Icelandic volcanic ash crisis, 2010





“Safe to Fly – Chart” presentation by Rolls-Royce at Atlantic Conference.
Note implied quantitative uncertainties on incidents and test data.



Follow-on presentation in 2013 ……..



Apart from addition of photos, essentials of graph are unchanged and, as far as 
is known, no formal development of quantifications of uncertainty.



My view

• De facto (if not de jure) flight operational risk ‘standard’ for loss of 
airworthiness safety is no higher than 10-8 per sector.

• One can conjecture plausible scenarios with consequence factors:
– Plane passes inadvertently through ash for more than a few minutes 

(e.g. night-time)
– Actual ash concentration in plume is higher than forecast/monitored 
– Dispersion model fails to forecast wind bringing two plumes together
– Modern engine technology vulnerability is higher than last generation 

engines

The probabilities and hence joint scenario probabilities are ill-defined – even 
unknown.  But if jointly they  >> 10-8, then the “normal” flight safety margin is 
eroded. 

No-one could, or would, say how the decision to fly would be defended post 
hoc, in the absence of any uncertainty quantification…… 



As far as I know (and I was involved), no effort was made to quantify all related 
uncertainties with structured expert judgment, some parties did not even want 
to discuss this option.  Thus I believe the basis of the “deal” was flawed.

A “deal” was done ….



Meanwhile, others were ready to make money on the uncertainties!
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• Current modelling capabilities

The Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC) FALL3D volcanic ash dispersal 
model.  Aim is to merge model forecasts with ATM data (airports, routes, FIRs and 
flights) at Volcanic Ash Advisory Centres to evaluate impacts based on user-defined 
criteria: e.g. concentration threshold and maximum engine dose.

BUT, as far as is known, the latter and their uncertainties have not been established 
(at least publicly).



However, as a consequence 
of the Eyjafjallajökull 
episode, work was 
commissioned on potential 
hazards from a Laki-type 
eruption for the UK National 
Risk Register, with extensive 
SEJ on volcanological 
uncertainties:



Other failures (by me) to get the Classical Model 
engaged:

Major London insurer of geo-political risks in Russia

Big pharma company – drug development selection criteria

Lesson: need “buy in” from senior management
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An unfinished elicitation: risks from arsenic in 
the air
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Estimating dose-response curves for cancer 
risk from airborne arsenic

Work with the late Joey 
Hanzich (Cambridge 
University Env. Epid. 
MPhil 2006-07) and Dr 
Peter Baxter at IPH 
Cambridge
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Cumulative Exposure in (mg/cubic m)*years
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Example self-weighted curves 
from one individual expert for 
one risk ratio value…..

…. these look a noisy mess, 
but when combined with 

Classical Model weights a 
rational pattern emerges.
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A salutary case

Big news!



XMRV Expert Elicitation Workshop

McLaughlin Centre for Population Health Risk Assessment

International panel in Ottawa, Canada



Target Question Grouping

Questions Subject Area

1-7 Prevalence
8-11 Risk Parameters
12-15 Latency
16-22 Routes of Transmission
23-25 Risk Mitigation
26-30 Disease Relationships 

(causal and non-causal)



Target Questions 1,  3-6
A set of target questions that asked about the current prevalence of XMRV infection in 
the world (1), Canada (3),  USA (4), UK (5) and France (6) in the general adult 
population? (1 in xxxxx)

Weighted DM:

• 1 in 126
• Range: 1.2-452,300



Prevalence: Target Questions 1,  3-6

A set of target questions that asked about the current prevalence of XMRV infection in 
the world (1), Canada (3),  USA (4), UK (5) and France (6) in the general adult 
population? (1 in xxxxx)

Country Weighted DM 
median

DM 90% Credible Interval

Canada 1 in 335 1 in 12 –> 1 in 305,500

USA 1 in 280 1 in 12 –> 1 in 305,500

UK 1 in 450 1 in 12 –> 1 in 305,500

France 1 in 450 1 in 12 –> 1 in 305,500
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Judgment in the face of scientific uncertainty:
the last word in rationality…
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Diagnosing elicitation issues - UK reservoir risks

Cowlyd Reservoir inspection party - 1917

Warmwithens Dam failure  - 1970

Experts, in former times!

Last UK dam failure 1970 –
no casualties



Note the “two 
schools of 
thought” 
effect…

and the strong 
‘opinionation’ 
of many experts

Experts’ opinions on the time-to-failure (in days from first 
detection) of the 10%ile slowest cases, and two alternative ways 
of pooling weighted opinions – Equal weights and Performance-
based DMs

Example of group inconsistency
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Reservoir engineers:  performance-based scores, 
and peer assessment rankings

Note: peer weighting is poor 
predictor of performance-

based weights!



Matters arising …..

• Who wants to know their own calibration score?

• Voight effect …. proximity of expert’s medians to 
realizations for experts with identical statistical 
accuracy scores?

• Paper, pencil, eraser –v– spreadsheet?



• How erratic are elicited scientists?? 

Despite built-in check formula and Warning Flags in spreadsheet, 
multiple non-increasing quantiles (NIQ) appeared in CDC elicitation 
files: 

Study: 7188 expert-target responses over 15 panels; 

no panel had zero NIQ errors; 

73 NIQs in total on 444 targets; 

20 of 48 experts had at least one NIQ; 

highest rate of NIQs was 4.9% on Panel1 (from 225 
expert•targets); 

average 1.4% NIQs over all panels; 

biggest recidivist had 19 NIQs on 143 targets

• Revising responses – one expert changed calibration item quantiles; 
their P-value went from 10-7 to 1.0!



NIQs not correlated with Classical Model 
calibration p-value
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CDC study

• Another error encountered was the "impossible event" 
or the "certain event". For some items, some experts 
assigned 0% to all quantiles, and others 100% to at 
least the 50% and 95% quantiles.

• A frequency-based approach can help, by guiding 
experts to think in terms of "1 in 1,000,000" or “9999 
in 10000”, etc. 

• The message: probabilistic thinking is not easy for 
everyone, and improbable is often mistaken for 
impossible. Cromwell’s advice, writing to the General 
Assembly of the Church of Scotland on 5 August 
1650:  “I beseech you, in the bowels of Christ, think it 
possible that you may be mistaken.”



A reflection on the Classical Model in the Montserrat volcano 
case: 
“ Those are not the exact numbers I would use, but I can’t 
argue with them “

Senior USGS volcanologist, Montserrat Volcano Observatory: 1995.



• Despite my remarks, not all things are negative 
…..

A.A. Milne:  “The House at Pooh Corner” 1928 Thank you!


